Miss Dodier’s Afternoon Classroom News

A Peek at Our Week

Math: In math this week, the children continued to develop their number sense. They now can show the numbers 0-9 in many different ways, including using their fingers, using objects, using dice, and using a ten frame.

Writing: In writing, we continued working on our books. We also learned about the skill of labelling, and began labelling things in the classroom.

Reading: We started our partner reading routines this week during reading. We went over the expectations for partner reading, and they have practiced this routine all week long. We also read our first big book, I Went Walking by Sue Williams, which we used to find snap words and use picture clues to make predictions.

Important Dates
September 28: Picture Day
October 11: No PM Kindergarten

Thank you to all who attended our Open House this week! It was great to see everyone and share what we’ve been doing in our classroom. If you could not attend, I’ve sent home the yellow folder with information from our Open House. The left side of the folder features information about our math curriculum, and the right side features information about our literacy curriculum. If you have any questions or concerns please contact me.

Snap Words
Throughout the school year, students will be learning “snap words”—words that all kindergartners are expected to know by the end of the year, and that help speed up their reading. This week we learned the snap word: the

Weekly Snapshots

Independent Reading

If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to reach out!
Kerri.dodier@sau57.org
603-893-7053 ext. 7105